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Biology is data rich	





Ontologies facilitate 
data integration	



Ontologies facilitate 
data integration	



Shared ontologies & 
identifiers:The Global Web of 

Data	



But phenotypes are 
complex, free text	



Integrating phenotypes 
can open up new science	



Words often are 
polysemous	

•  Burrowing insectivorous mammals in the family Talpidae	

•  A spy buried secretly within an organization or country	

•  The SI unit used in chemistry for the amount of a 
substance	

•  A small, sometimes raised area of skin, usually with 
darker pigment	

•  A Mexican sauce made from chili peppers and other 
spices, including chocolate	

•  A massive structure, usually of stone, used as a pier, 
jetty, or breakwater between places separated by water	



Words often are 
polysemous	

• “Replacement bone that is median and 
is the anterior-most bone of the 
ventral hyoid arch”	

• basihyal bone	
• basihyoid	
• glossohyal	



What is an ontology?	

   An ontology is a type of vocabulary 
with well-defined terms and the 
logical relationships that hold 
between them.	

   An ontology represents the knowledge 
about its subject domain.	



Ontologies support reasoning	

   The relationships 
(“assertions”) 
induce a 
hierarchical 
structure.	

   Ontologies can be 
processed by 
machines to make 
inferences.	



What are ontologies not?	
   An ontology is not a database.	
   Databases typically are silos, but 
ontologies can connect siloed data	

   An ontology is not a terminology.	
   Terminologies are built ad-hoc to 
serve specific application needs.	

   An ontology is not data.	
   Ontologies are used to annotate 
data and make data interoperable.	



Ontologies can address 
the problems with text	

Arratia, 1999. Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society 151:691-757. 



Ontologies can address 
the problems with text	

attacked 

time 

control 

Puparial adhesion 
Molting cycle 
hemocyanin 

Defense response 
Immune response 
Response to stimulus 
Toll regulated genes 
JAK-STAT regulated genes 

Immune response 
Toll regulated genes 

Amino acid catabolism 
Lipid metobolism 

Peptidase activity 
Protein catabloism 
Immune response 



Annotating data with 
ontologies: 

Gene annotation as an 
example	



Annotation objectives	

   Where and when is a particular gene 
product involved (cell part, cell type, 
body part, development stage)?	

   Which functions does the gene product 
exert?	

   With which biological processes is the 
gene product associated?	

   In abnormal or wild-type phenotype?	



Gene Ontology (GO)	

   Covers cellular component, molecular 
function, biological process	

   Multi-species, multi-disciplinary, 
open-source	

   Annotated gene products allow 
information-theoretic computation	

   E.g., quantitative assessment of 
commonalities among and across 
sets of genes	











Ontology community 
resources & 

infrastructure: 
NCBO Bioportal and 

OBO Foundry	







OBO Foundry coverage	
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OBO Foundry as a 
community resource	

   Provides ontology building know-how:	
   Tested ontology building and community 

best-practices	

   Incremental, modular, bottoms-up 
approach to evidence-based terminology	

   Principles for developing definitions 
and relationships	

   Provides peer-review and community 
feedback	



Consistent definitions 
for terms	

   Genus-differentia: A is a type of 
<parent of A> that <differentia>	

   Example: premaxilla is-a dermal bone	
   def: "Dermal bone that forms the 
anteriormost element of the upper 
jaw. It articulates with the 
maxilla posterodorsally and its 
antimere medially. The premaxilla 
is paired."	



Interoperability: 
Reuse of relations	

Foundational  is_a 
part_of 

Spatial located_in 
contained_in 
adjacent_to 

Temporal transformation_of 
derives_from 
preceded_by 

Participation  has_participant 
has_agent 



Ontological needs for 
computable phenotypes	

• In addition, 
need 
ontologies 
for	

   who exhibits 
the phenotype 
(taxonomy)	

   evidence	

Meckel’s cartilage 

“Meckel’s cartilage greatly reduced” 

Entity (E) 
decreased size 

Quality (Q) 

Meckel’s cartilage size: decreased 
Entity Value 

Attri-
bute 

Character Character State 



Teleost Anatomy 
Ontology (TAO)	

   Initiated in 2007 as a clone of the 
zebrafish anatomy ontology.	

   2371 terms, 395 new.	
   Multi-species: teleosts.	
   Terms are defined based on structure, 
homology is not implied.	

   Focus is on the skeletal system as 
the ontology is driven by annotation.	



Taxonomically variable 
relationships	



   TAO is already 
being used to 
link data	



Teleost Taxonomy 
Ontology (TTO)	

   Based on and regularly updated from 
Bill Eschmeyer’s Catalog of Fishes	

   Includes custom additions, such as 
fossil taxa and higher order taxa. 	

   36,060 terms (taxa), 38,000 synonyms	



Community ownership of 
ontology development	

   OBO ontologies have a 
request tracker	

   Participation is open	
   Subject (biology) 

experts are key to 
ensure usefulness	

   Ontology building is 
a collaborative 
effort	







Systematic morphology can be 
part of data-rich biology	
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